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Talk about: 

Your Marketing Efforts 

During Uncertain Times

Questions and answers session

• It’s questions and answer session, please prepare    

your questions.

• Shall we pause our marketing efforts? 

• Powerful blog postings. 

• How can we develop a global marketing strategy or 

create a plan of action today. 

• Choosing technologies wisely. 

• Examples of Powerful Global Branding in Action. 

• Q&A.
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First Question:

Shall we pause our marketing efforts? 
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Answer: absolutely not

• North America +206% search increase for  

Office supply Stores,

• Germany -95% search decrease for Luxury 

vendors

• Italy +114% Search Increase for Mailing 

services

• France and UK -95% search decrease for 

restaurants

• Japan +307% Search increases for grocery 

Stores
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Question two:

Do you think it’s a good timing for content 

marketing: blog postings?
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Answer: using

Dominick Sorrentino, Brafton

What the rise and fall of the ‘Tiger King’ teaches us 

about content marketing

April 23, 2020

“But if I really take a hard look at this, peel back its layers 

and question its worth beyond being a very welcome 

distraction from COVID-19, I sort of draw a blank”.

‘I’m sure y’all got a story to tell’

And we want to hear it.
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1.Why Blog? To Tell a Story!

2. Blogs Facilitate Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

3. Google and Other Search Engines “Read” Your Blog

4. With a Blog, Traffic to Your Site is Organic, Not Paid

5. Good Content Builds Your Authority and Validates Your Expertise.

6. Blogs Help to Provide Data on Your Business and Insight About Your Site Users

Various metrics are used to measure the effectiveness of SEO on your site, and 

therefore also about the site’s usage overall. These include

Engagement metrics

Conversion rate

Time on page

Pages per visit

Bounce rate

Scroll depth

Search traffic

Keyword rankings

Number of backlinks

7. Blogs Drive Long-Term Results

8. There Is No Shortage of Writing Talent (Hire writters)

9. Blogs Are a Channel of Communication With Customers

Source:https://localfinder.biz/why-blog-9-real-reasons-why-your-business-needs-one/
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Next Question:

How can we develop a global 

marketing strategy or create a plan of 

action today?
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I think making human connections and remaining 

innovative while staying true to simple principles 

are the keys.

.
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During Uncertain Times Stay connected with your 

trusted network:

NASBITE

SBDC

US Department of Commerce

Global Chamber

Chamber of Commerce

Kompass works with many partners in USA and 

Worldwide and we are proud to be the NASBITE 

partner. 
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Next Question:

What do you mean by choosing 

technologies wisely?
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43M Choose technologies wisely -

Introduction to Kompass

Staying PRO-Active
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Kompass serves companies all over the world, whatever their size, to help them develop their business.

Kompass boosts business development

Whether a large corporation of small business that wants to develop its local market or to export its know-how abroad, 

Kompass puts a unique worldwide database at its clients’ fingertips with its prospecting assistance tools and direct 

marketing solutions.  Market analysis, sales mapping, targeting, internal database optimization, preparation of 

prospecting files, mailing, emailing. Kompass can support its clients’ marketing and sales goals at each stage of their 

business development.

Kompass enhances visibility

With its worldwide scope the quality and diversity of its content, the efficiency of its search engine, and the pertinence 

of its business classifications, the new Kompass supports companies worldwide.  Today, the Kompass.com platform and 

subscription solutions can offer effective solutions that enhance a company’s visibility on its sector of business and 

target markets, whether local or for export.

Kompass facilitates and securitizes corporate decision-making

The emergence of the information society has greatly increased the role of collecting, processing and interpreting 

data all along the decision-making chain.  The Kompass database is structured to constitute an especially high-

performance tool for knowing the industries, the competition, the markets, the players and production.

Access to Private and Public Tenders

Kompass Public Tenders is a new service that enables companies to find listings for their needs and promotes linking 

with professionals in their areas.

Based on the best worldwide tool search engine to find public procurements. Based on an efficient and user-friendly 

platform.

Over 50,000 bids per day, More than 10 million per year, 145 languages detected, 1,700,000 purchasing entities 

throughout the world.

Find. Attract. Connect. Engage.
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Kompass
EasyBusiness

Whether you have a small or large sales & 
marketing resource having access to accurate 
and up-to -date company & contact 
information is essential.

With business data across all B2B activity 
sectors from more than 70 countries, 
EasyBusiness helps you target your lead 
generation, both locally & abroad, saving you 
both time & money.

Flexible tools you 
can customise

Create,  share & save your searches.

Analyze potential markets to identify & 

contact new prospects directly. View

search results geographically by map 

location.

Stay up to date with customized alerts 

when relevant business information 

is updated.

Globally leading B2B 
platform

Manage your search campaigns with 24/7 

online & mobile access to the global search 

platform. 43m+ B2B companies WW -

45m+ executive contacts 14m+ B2B in USA 

and more than 14m+ contacts

Find & contact prospects directly using 60+

search criteria. Customise & download 

your sales & marketing lists.

Helping you focus on 
the right contacts

Find new business contacts with Sales 

Accelerator,  our EasyBusiness add-on

or access business sales intelligence 

through our innovative ByPath tool.

Integrating live Big Data from 200k media 

sources (web, social networks & blogs) -

gain access to contacts, news & job alerts. F
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Who uses Kompass?
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Finding potential 

customers

Targeted sales campaigns

Engaging with prospects

Source new tenders

Emailing campaigns

Market analysis

Exhibitions & shows

Online ad/campaigns

Competitor monitoring

Manage your website SEO

Finding new parters to

build company awareness

Market research, competitor monitoring 

Finding new partners, Source new 

tenders

Finding suppliers

Looking for specific 

products & services

Finding suppliers

Sending quotation requests

Finding executive profiles

(headhunting)

Finding potential clients

Finding suppliers (training

organisations, consultants)



Helping you grow
your business

Do you need to attract more customers or want to 

engage more effectively with your audience?

Today, capturing business opportunities has never 

been so challenging. At Kompass we work to provide 

you with innovative digital marketing solutions, 

designed to help you reach the right companies.

Through Kompass.com, our market-leading, global 

B2B online directory, we help buyers and suppliers 

connect, attracting over 7.5m users every month.

Our range of Digital Marketing Solutions will drive 

relevant enquiries from potential customers, grow 

your local & global audience & help to improve your 

online brand visibility.
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Digital Marketing
Solutions

With more than 4 million searches performed online 
every minute, the challenge for all companies is being 

found, attracting the right audience & winning new 
business.

The depth and quality of data on Kompass.com along 
with our optimisation ensures we attract the most 

relevant traffic to your company profile. A 
comprehensive company listing on Kompass also 

means your company gains a responsively designed 
profile viewable on any device.

Booster Premium

Gain a competitive advantage with 

fully optimized premium positioning in 

relevant product & service search 

results.

Showcase your products & services 

and put your company in front of 

decision makers when they are looking 

to purchase.

PPC Guaranteed Clicks

Including all the benefits of Booster, 

our fully managed PPC ad campaigns 

will drive 1000 relevant visits to your 

company profile & website.

With the help of our PPC experts we 

will guide you through the setup 

process & then manage your 

campaign.

Promote 
your Business

You have the opportunity to present 

your company in 26 languages, so 

can promote your business on a 

local, national or international 

platform.

Customize your company profile and 

target visitors by industry or market 

with Top 3 positions & Activity ad 

square
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Global - As a leading online B2B company data provider, the Kompass 

international network reaches across 70 countries and has more than 10k 

clients globally.

Quality - We have accurate & up-to-date information on over 20m B2B 

companies & 23m executive contacts. Our data, which includes detailed 

company & product information as well as contact email addresses, is 

available in 26 languages.

Collected locally from source through dedicated data integrity teams on the 

ground in each country. All of our lists meet compliance regulations in each 

region.

Expertise - We use our local knowledge and expertise to ensure we collect the 

depth and quality of business information customers associate with the 

Kompass brand.

Innovation - Engage more effectively with your target markets through your 

fully optimised company profile, keywords, premium positioning, product 

catalogues, videos, news & event feeds & direct messaging from buyers and 

site users looking for information & RFQ's.

With access to our uniquely detailed 55k product/service classifications, you 

will reach the right audience looking for companies like yours. Focus your 

market promotion across 70 countries and enjoy the flexibility of targeting 

new business locally, nationally or globally.

Support - Our locally based support teams are available to help with any 

advice or questions you may have on getting the best from any of the Kompass 

Digital Marketing Solutions.

Your route to business worldwide
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Add your company profile to Kompass.com using our company profile builder. You 
can select from 55k uniquely detailed product & service classifications, as well as 
upload detailed company & contact information.
With access to your own Kompass portal, you can then edit, update & manage your 
company profile at any time.

Register on Kompass.com

Build & enhance your profile on Kompass by showcasing your products & services. 
Our Booster package can be built to suit your requirements, from a range of 
different options, whether you want to target companies locally, nationally or 
globally.
With Kompass data available in 70 countries across Europe, Asia-Pacific, Middle 
East & Africa and the Americas, we can even help you target markets in specific 
countries, with focused keywords & activity translations in 26 languages.

Boost your company profile

You've got a great business and website, but they need to be found and this 
presents a significant challenge for any company with an online presence.
PPC is an online advertising model that allows companies to pay to display ads for 
their products & services, so they appear on Google when potential customers are 
searching for them online.
However managing successful PPC campaigns is a complex task that requires 
expert knowledge. This is where we can help, offering you full management of the 
whole process, along with 1000 guaranteed & relevant visits to your company 
profile or website.

Drive relevant enquiries



Why choose
Kompass?

We recognize the challenges faced by every 
business when looking to find more 
customers.

Simply put, we offer you a definitive 
competitive advantage by giving you the 
opportunity to target your 
sales & marketing
activities on local, national or international 
platform.
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Testimonials

Find. Attract. Connect. Engage.

“The SBDC network and Nasbite members have a long relationship with Kompass and know it well. In fact, Kompass was one of a very few private resources 
included in the CGBP national training standard! In the old days, Kompass directories in our SBDC / trade offices were a badge of honor! The SBDC network 
and working with Kompass date back to the pre-Coface days. I know centers that have had Kompass for over 25 years.”
James F. Foley- Director Turner Center for Entrepreneurship & Illinois SBDC International Trade Center / International Programs; Executive Board Member-
NASBITE International.

“Kompass has been a great tool enabling our potential customers with a path to find us. Every month our Kompass portal brings us a wide variety connections 
from all over the world. It’s been a perfect complement to our on-line marketing needs to remain visible in the market place.”
Aaron Johnson – Vice President, Marketing & Customer Strategy, Accumold, USA

“The data obtained through Kompass have been extremely valuable to us and our clients over the years. The exporters we serve from southern Illinois have 
been able to expand their network of distributors as well as locate new customers worldwide”. 

Silvia Torres, Director - Illinois SBDC International Trade Center, SIUE School of Business - www.siue.edu/ITC/

“Kompass is a great tool for me and our team of independent sales representatives. I am able to identify a potential customer for a rep, give them a link to 
the company website, a description of product and listing of key people to contact. The rep then has the ability to find similar companies within their territory 
by using Kompass code searches. SIC or NAICS codes dump a ton of irrelevant companies into categories that lead you down paths that have a dead end 
during prospecting. Their Kompass code system goes a long way to pinpointing the exact type of company you are looking for to make prospecting much 
more effective”.

Bob Orlando - Orlando Sales Associates, Inc. - www.orlandosales.net

“The Agentrics online sourcing platform is the preferred choice of 13 of the top 25 global retailers (as well as thousands of smaller buyers). We help our 
customers to find suitable and alternative sources of supplies for their negotiation. We have been using the Kompass database for 5 years now, to initially 
target the appropriate companies. They have extensive and very detailed product segmentation”.

Alexandra Lafaurie - NeoGrid- Director, Customer Support Services & Content Services - www.agentrics.com

“As Enterprise Florida is the official economic development authority for the State of Florida having access to market intelligence is vital to our strategic plans 
and daily operations. Our organization has been a subscriber of to Kompass for the past seven years and in that time we have used Kompass in developing 
export marketing plans, overseas matchmaking and vetting individual companies abroad. It has also been used in our foreign direct investment activities 
and export sales have been attributed to the contacts made through Kompass. Our entire international division utilizes Kompass and the ongoing training 
offered by Kompass enables us to keep apprised of Kompass best practices.”

Larry Bernaski – Enterprise Florida - Regional Manager international trade development & Marine Industry Specialist-

www.enterpriseflorida.com.

“Kompass is an invaluable tool for our Sales team at CareerBuilder. We use Kompass on a daily basis to look up information on companies or search for 
prospects. The ability to search on industries has proven invaluable as we tend to sell to particular niches. Kompass is easy to use and very up-to-date, as 
opposed to similar information sources. It is particularly good as we can do well defined searches, so our Sales Executives are much more informed when 
they call the customers they want to do business with. All its functionalities are first class and have highly contributed to improving our performances. I would 
not hesitate in recommending it to my business associates”.

Jocelyn Pasqualini, International Jobs Coordinator, CareerBuilder.com - www.careerbuilder.com
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Next Question:

Can you give us some examples of 

Powerful Global Branding in Action?

Find. Attract. Connect. Engage. 24
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Examples of Powerful Global Branding in Action 

In the 1980s, only a handful of brands, such as Coca Cola and IBM, 

ruled the global stage. However, as the internet continues to lower the 

barriers to entering new markets, an increasing number of companies 

are able to achieve this level of influence.

Today, building a global brand requires a lot more than simply 

translating your website into different languages. The most successful 

companies understand that consistent and universally appealing 

messaging has to be combined with an understanding of local culture 

and tastes – a tactic that’s known as a ‘glocal’ strategy.

Here are some examples of powerful global branding in action.
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Apple

Arguably the most successful global brand of our time, we can all learn a thing or two 

from Apple. When it comes to its products, the company has opted for a one-size-fits-all 

strategy, with iPhone design identical regardless of region. And, whilst this can be a 

dangerous tactic, Apple’s minimalist and intuitive approach has resulted in products with 

global appeal.

However, the brand knows where this standardization needs to end. The customer 

service protocol of each of its worldwide stores is tailored to suit local tastes and, despite 

having the same look and feel regardless of location, the content on the Apple site is 

carefully translated and localized for international audiences.
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Starbucks

It’s impossible to talk about powerful global branding without mentioning Starbucks. With 

around 20,000 stores in 63 countries, the world’s most popular coffee house has made its 

mark from Brazil to China, where many thought it would fail to take off due to the cultural 

importance of tea drinking.

But what is it about the Starbucks brand that gives it such global appeal? The company 

has gone to great lengths to make sure that every Starbucks feels like a local coffee 

house, without losing brand consistency. For example, in China, a regional dislike for 

coffee was combatted with coffee-free drinks, whilst stores in Asia feature more 

adaptable seating arrangements to cater for larger groups.

The company was also a pioneer of consumer-centric digital strategy, with personalized 

perks on the Starbuck’s app including free birthday coffee. As a result, no matter where 

you are in the world, the brand never feels like an impersonal American corporate giant.

Find. Attract. Connect. Engage. 27



Ikea

Founded in 1943 by Ingvar Kamprad, Ikea has become a globally recognizable brand, with 

stores all over the world, from Japan to Croatia. In part, this success can be credited to the 

company’s universally appealing brand attributes of low price, sustainability, form, function 

and quality.

However, as with all successful global brands, Ikea takes the time to understand its international 

audiences. 

Although they often retain the same elements, room sets will also vary from store to store to suit 

local customs. For example, in Japan, they will often feature tatami mats, a traditional 

Japanese floor covering.

Let’s think about IKEA’s vision for a minute. According to the brand, its vision is to “create a 

better everyday life.” They try to do so by setting two goals.

One is to deliver functional and quality home furnishing products. The second is to offer these 

at “prices so low” that almost every budget range can afford them.

So, no, IKEA isn’t in the market for the sole purpose of selling furniture. Nor is it only to make as 

many profits as possible. Their vision is to provide customers with value exceeding every point 

of sale.

We should use this as an example when figuring out our business’ unique characteristics.

Find. Attract. Connect. Engage. 28



What to Learn From Tropicana’s Packaging Redesign Failure?

https://www.thebrandingjournal.com/2015/05/what-to-learn-from-tropicanas-packaging-redesign-failure/

Find. Attract. Connect. Engage. 29

On January 8th 2009, Tropicana launched the new packaging for its 

best-selling product in North America – Tropicana Pure Premium, with 

sales revenues reaching more than 700 million dollars per year. A few 

days later, consumers started criticizing the new design, especially on 

social networks. Two months later, sales dropped by 20%, and this 

spectacular decrease in sales represented a lost of 30 million dollars for 

Tropicana.

https://www.thebrandingjournal.com/2015/05/what-to-learn-from-tropicanas-packaging-redesign-failure/


What to Learn From Tropicana’s Packaging Redesign Failure?
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Branding is a complex subject and it is often difficult to predict the market’s reaction to a 

strategy change.

What we can learn from Tropicana’s strategic mistake:

Consumers feel an emotional bond with the appearance of the product and brand they 

love.
Consumers have an emotional connection with brands they purchase and can feel 

betrayed and disappointed if they suddenly can no longer identify with new brand 

elements of the packaging design. It is important to always consider this before making 

changes to packaging designs.

Branding elements on a packaging cannot all be changed at once
Tropicana, while trying to modernize the brand, didn’t respect one of the most important 

branding rules any company should consider: the product identification and recognition by 

the consumer.
Tropicana changed too many brand elements that confused the customers on the moment 

they wanted to purchase orange juice:

new logo

new typography

new slogan

new image

new lid



What to Learn From Tropicana’s Packaging Redesign Failure?
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If you want to redesign your product’s packaging, make sure you do not 
change everything at once. The changes need to be done progressively to 

ensure the consumer will still recognize the brand.

Of course, this only applies for successful brands such as Tropicana. If your brand 

and product are not doing well, a total rebrand can be a good solution to save 

the product on the market. In fact, we’ve seen many cases (Herbal Essences 

comes to mind) in which significant packaging changes have driven sales.

Packaging is the silent salesman

Packaging is the last communication element brands have with consumers 

on the purchasing decision process. Its design and content are essential to the 

brand because it will influence the consumer’s decision at the last minute. 

Tropicana’s consumers didn’t recognize or like the new product design, 

and therefore decided not to purchase it.



What to Learn From Tropicana’s Packaging Redesign Failure?
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Conclusion:

The Tropicana redesign illustrated the considerable power of packaging. While 

this was a distinctively negative example, it’s important to keep in mind that this 

same power does often work in a positive direction.

The takeaway for marketers and brand strategists should be an even greater 

respect for packaging and a deeper commitment to leveraging this brand asset 

with a methodical procedure. This will ensure consumers accept the change in a 

positive manner!



Coca-Cola

Coca-Cola is an old-hat when it comes to operating on a global level. However, the 

company has had to adapt to create a global brand that resonates with international 

audiences.

In the 1980s and ‘90s, when the company first emerged onto the global stage, 

standardized products and messaging resulted in a backlash against American 

imperialism. In response, Coca-Cola introduced its ‘think local, act local’ marketing 

strategy in 2000, with an aim to increase local sensitivity.

Since then, Coca-Cola has gone from strength to strength, and is still one of the world’s 

most recognizable brands. Key to this success has been the company’s focus on 

enduring and universal values such as ‘sharing’ and ‘happiness’, as well as product and 

messaging localization. For example, during the FIFA World Cup, each of the company’s 

international homepages featured local celebrities and cultural references, alongside 

the instantly recognizable Coca-Cola branding.
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Our marketing efforts during uncertain times are anything but 

simple. While you may want to pause some activities to be 

sensitive, but it’s important to be strategic. While it may seem 

best to pause all your marketing activities, that will absolutely 

hurt your business in the future and may hinder your ability to 

recover.

Be Realistic, Not Pessimistic

Adapt for Now, Plan for the Future

For marketers and business leaders, it’s important to be flexible 

and adapt for now, but to continue to plan for the future.

Stay connected with your network, we all need human 

connections now more than ever.

We are all in this together and we will pull through.

Find. Attract. Connect. Engage. 34
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contact: rb@kompass-usa.com

609-785-5986

Thank you!

NASBITE 
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